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Abstract 

The AVOSS project demonstrated the feasibility of applying aircraft 
wake vortex sensing and prediction technologies to safe aircraft spacing 
for single runway arrivals. On average, AVOSS provided spacing 
recommendations that were less than the current FAA prescribed 
spacing rules, resulting in a potential airport efficiency gain.  
Subsequent efforts have included quantifying the operational 
specifications for future Wake Vortex Advisory Systems (WakeVAS). In 
support of these efforts, each of the candidate subsystems for a WakeVAS 
must be specified.  The specifications represent a consensus between the 
high-level requirements and the capabilities of the candidate 
technologies.  This report documents the beginnings of an effort to 
quantify the capabilities of the AVOSS Prediction Algorithm (APA).  
Specifically, the APA horizontal position and circulation strength output 
sensitivity to the resolution of its wind and turbulence inputs is examined. 
The results of this analysis have implications for the requirements of the 
meteorological sensing and prediction systems comprising a WakeVAS 
implementation. 

Nomenclature 

B Wingspan (m) 
b0 Initial wake separation  (πB/4) 
E Eddy Dissipation Rate (EDR, m2/s3) 
E* Nondimensional Eddy Dissipation Rate 

IGE In Ground Effect 
OGE Out of Ground Effect 

try ,  Modeled lateral position y of a vortex, t 
seconds old with a resolution r 

T* Nondimensional time 

Γ  Wake Circulation 
(m2/s) 

0Γ  Initial Wake Circulation 

*Γ  Nondimensional Circulation 

S Sensitivity 
S* Nondimensional Sensitivity 
 

Introduction 

The AVOSS project [1] was successful in 
demonstrating the feasibility of integrating aircraft 
wake prediction and sensing systems to provide wake-
encounter-free aircraft spacing. The spacing would be 
a reduction from today’s static separation standards 
[2].  The wake sensing and prediction technologies 
matured through the course of the AVOSS project, but 

remain in a research state of development.  Future 
WakeVAS implementations depend on specifications 
for the overall system and its constituent subsystems.  
The specifications are derived from high-level 
requirements and are constrained by the capabilities of 
the component technologies.  Efforts since the AVOSS 
demonstration have focused on the development of 
WakeVAS specifications, both through requirements 
development at the procedural or system users level 
and at the technology or systems level.  This report 
documents the beginnings of one of the latter efforts, 
namely to characterize the sensitivity of the AVOSS 
wake Prediction Algorithm to its inputs.  Details of the 
APA design can be found in [3]. The results and 
methods of this and similar future studies will be used 
to quantify the performance of the subsystem and to 
derive minimum requirements for the input data 
collection systems. 
 
This report contains analysis on two of the most 
critical inputs for the APA.  The first is a sensitivity of 
the wake lateral position prediction to the vertical 
resolution of the input crosswind profile.  The second 
analysis is a sensitivity of the wake strength prediction 
to the vertical resolution of the input ambient 
turbulence profile. 
 

Crosswind Profile Sensitivity 

The purpose of this study is to quantify the APA lateral 
wake position prediction sensitivity to the vertical 
resolution of its wind input.  The subject of the 
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analysis is the AVOSS wake prediction software APA 
version 3.1.1 [3]. The APA uses a semi-empirical 
model to predict aircraft wake lateral and vertical 
position as well as circulation strength for the wake 
vortices generated by an aircraft in flight.  The APA 
accepts as input vertical profiles of ambient winds, 
temperature, turbulence, and aircraft-specific 
initialization parameters.  The wind profile is known to 
have a primary influence on the predicted lateral 
position, so only this parameter is used as the 
independent variable, while the other two 
meteorological inputs remained constant for the study. 
 
As stated, out of ground effect (OGE, approximately 
1.5 wingspans of the generating aircraft above ground) 
[3], the lateral position is mostly determined by the 
environmental winds.  Descent rate, however, 
indirectly affects lateral position by determining how 
long a wake will spend at a certain altitude and be 
affected by that portion of the wind profile.  Since 
descent rate changes based upon time and 
environmental attributes, a simplified drift model [4] 
can be defined as:   
 

∑
∆

,..∆,2∆0,1=

∆∗)(=
τ

τττ
τ

n

wind TvPosition         (1) (1) 

 
Where νwind represents an array (vertical profile) of 

crosswind values indexed by an altitude τ, and ∆T is 
the time in seconds the wake resides at altitude τ.  
 
The APA code version 3.1.1 is slightly modified to 
support the analysis for this study.  The original code 
applies three interpolations to the input wind profile.  
The first interpolates all wind profile data to a 5 meter 
resolution via linear interpolation, regardless of the 
resolution of the input data.  For the second 
interpolation, data values below 15 meters altitude are 
filled, since wind measurements start at 15 meters.  
The third interpolation is linear, and determines data at 
altitudes falling between profile points.  In the 
modified code the first interpolation is disabled as it 
interferes with any resolutions that are not multiples of 
5.   
 
The source data for the analysis is the Dallas-Fort 
Worth (DFW) AVOSS deployment.  The DFW 
AVOSS deployment produced the most comprehensive 
set of measured APA input profiles to date, and thus 
provides a large sample of actual wind data.  This data 
includes ambient wind, turbulence, and temperature 
profiles every 30 minutes.  The profiles are the output 
of a fusing algorithm [5] that combines data from a 
variety of instruments, including tower-mounted 
anemometers, UHF radar wind profilers, Sound 

Detection and Ranging (SODAR) profilers, and 
Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR).  The 
resulting wind profile data starts at 15 meters above 
ground level, with a resolution of 15 meters to an 
altitude of 60 meters above the ground, then 40 meters 
resolution from 60 to 100 meters in altitude, and 
finally 50 meters resolution from 100 meters to the top 
of the profile.  The profile height varied between 600 
and 1400 meters.    
 
The DFW wind profiles are interpolated to obtain 
profiles of 1-meter resolution, used as the “truth” input 
to compare coarser resolutions in the analysis.  A cubic 
spline interpolation is used for the 1-meter data since it 
provides an accurate fit to the measured data.  The 
cubic spline allows for an interpolated graph that uses 
every original point, and has a smooth first derivative 
and a continuous second derivative of the interpolated 
data [6].  This interpolated model is then used to 
generate wind profiles with resolutions ranging from 1 
to 250 meters.  A reference resolution of zero is used 
to define the original data without any interpolated 
points.  Figure 1 summarizes the data run through the 
APA. 
 

 
 

Figure 1:  Flowchart showing APA input/output 
data flow. 

The horizontal position error becomes large well 
before the 250 m resolution.  In order to speed up data 
analysis, all further analysis is therefore limited to a 
maximum of 150 m resolution.  It is important to 
perform the analysis on the full set of available data, to 
capture as much of the actual wind variations as 
possible.  Roughly 2,300 30-minute weather profile 
observations are in the DFW data set.   One “worst-
case” observation is chosen to test the analysis 
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methods. The observation chosen is 12: 30 PM on July 
20th. This observation is selected because it exhibits a 

high variability in the crosswind speed.  With these 

 

Figure 2:  A) A DFW wind profile with a cubic spline interpolated line drawn through the data.  B) 
Decimation of profile (A) to a resolution of 80 meters.  C) Decimation of profile (A) to a resolution of 120 
meters. 

 

 

Figure 3:  A typical wake trajectory with a high-variance wind profile for decreasing degrees of resolution. 
Generation altitude is four B727 wingspans (ws). 
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constant changes in wind speed, lowering the 
resolution takes out many of the kinks.  This effect can 
be seen in Figure 2. Such errors can, over many 
seconds of drift, lead to hundreds of meters of position 
error. 
 
Using the “worst-case” profile, a number of variables 
are considered.  Generating aircraft altitude is varied at 
2, 4, 8, and 12 wingspans of the aircraft.  The types of 
the aircraft used are the Boeing 757, which has a 38-
meter wingspan, and a Boeing 727-100 with a 
wingspan of 32.9 meters.  The maximum gross landing 
weight is used for each aircraft.  One goal of the 
analysis is to determine if the position error is aircraft 
dependent.  Even with an aircraft-type dependence 
observed, it is important to note trends based on 
wingspan, weight, and speed of the aircraft.  The 
position error is also measured for multiple wake ages 
during the trajectory, with emphasis on those where the 
vortex reaches a minimum altitude.  The wake 
minimum altitudes are in ground-effect, where the 
vortex has a lateral velocity that is no longer solely 
dependent on the ambient wind profile, but is 
dependent on the interaction with the ground.  
Experimentation with the wake generation altitude 
resulted in the choice of 4 wingspans, which allow 
wakes to start out of ground effect and sink into 
ground effect before decaying.  At 4 wingspans the 
vortices fall into ground effect around 96 seconds after 
creation.  Figure 3 shows the differences in vertical 
and horizontal position of the predicted wake due to 
varying the input wind profile resolution and using the 
4 wingspan initial altitude.  The error at 90, 100, and 
120 seconds is chosen to provide samples in and out of 
ground effect.  Aircraft type-dependency is assessed by 
running the B757 and B727-100 types, using the same 

initial height and times normalized to the 90, 100, and 
120 seconds used for the B757, non-dimensionalized 
as follows:   

2
0

0

2
Γ=
b

TT
π

*757
*                                           (2) 

Where T757 represents the raw times of 90, 100, and 
120 seconds.  Keeping T* constant and solving 
equation (2) for the actual corresponding times for the 
B727 (T727) yields 95.8 seconds, 106.5 seconds, and 
127.75 seconds. 
 
Two methods for error analysis are considered: 
percentage error and absolute error.  In finding the 
percentage error, the following formula is used:   

1,

1,, ||
%

t

trt

y

yy
Error

−
=                                 (3) 

This follows the classic percentage error equation, 
using the lateral position (y) at one meter interpolated 
resolution for the “truth” value.  After the percentage 
errors are calculated for each run, the percentage errors 
are averaged over the entire data set.  This method fails 
to capture the error when the winds are calm and the 
lateral drift is minimal, where errors as small as 0.5b0 
can generate over 100% error.  Computing instead the 
absolute error with the following equation   
 

|| 1,, trt yyError −=                                        (4) 

 
yields more consistent results.  The averaged absolute 
errors for each aircraft type can be seen in Figures 4 
and 5. 
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Figure 4:  Horizontal wake position error as a function of crosswind profile vertical resolution for a B757 
flying at 4 wingspans altitude, 64.7 m/s velocity, plotted for three wake ages. 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
Figure 5:  Horizontal wake position error as a function of crosswind profile vertical resolution for a B727-100  
flying at 4 wingspans altitude, 69.8 m/s velocity, plotted for three wake ages. 
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From figures 4 and 5, the error increases slowly with 
decreases in resolution until around 40meters. This is 
due primarily to the non-uniform (and decreasing) 
resolution in the original DFW profiles with altitude.  
Clearly no observations can be made for resolutions 
above the resolution in the original profile.  However, 
figures 4 and 5 indicate roughly a linear increase in 
position error with decreasing resolution.  The slope of 
this error increase is dependent on the wake age.  The 
higher sensitivity of the position error to the input 
resolution for the oldest wake age can be attributed to 
the altitudes reached by the time of this wake age.  As 
stated previously, the input profile resolution is higher 
at the lower altitudes. So the potential for details in the 
true wind profile to be missed by sampling this profile 
at lower resolutions is increased.  This information is 
useful for requirements trade analysis when applied in 
conjunction with wake proximity and age (strength) 
hazard metrics (yet to be defined with consensus).  
Expected position error can be estimated readily from 
a given input wind profile resolution capability. 
 
Another result of interest is that an attempt to non-
dimensionalize the error revealed aircraft 
dependencies.  If aircraft effects could be normalized, 
the error would actually be lower on the B727 than the 
B757. Figures 4 and 5 show the error to be higher for 
the B727. The reason for this is that the B727 vortices 
are descending at a slower rate than the B757 vortices.  
Because of this slower descent rate, the vortex spends 
more time at a given altitude (∆T in Equation (1)), 
allowing the absolute error to build. 
 
In order to ensure the details of real wind profiles are 
captured, this analysis would benefit from a re-work 
based on wind profiles with the highest resolutions 
available.  A means of obtaining these profiles would 
be to recover the true wind profile from available lidar-
measured vortex trajectories.  First choosing only OGE 
cases, the vortex position data could be fit with a 
running least squares fit.  Then assuming the vortex 
drifts with the wind and plotting vortex lateral speed 
(dy/dt) with altitude would result in a vertical profile of 
crosswind.   
 

Turbulence Profile Sensitivity 

 
The second part of this study is to evaluate APA wake 
strength prediction sensitivity to Eddy Dissipation Rate 
(EDR).  EDR is a measure of the amount of turbulence 
in the atmosphere, and affects the circulation strength 
of the vortex by influencing the strength decay rate.  In 
general, higher EDR values reduce the time to the 
onset of rapid decay caused by instabilities [7] 

resulting in a reduced overall wake lifetime.  Wake 
strength is output by the APA as a circulation (in m/s2) 
averaged over radii of 5-15 meters [8].    
 
Typical values of EDR lie between 10-5 m2/s3 and 10-2 

m2/s3, and data taken from the DFW deployment 
shows that the level of EDR can range from 10-7 m2/s3 
to 100 m2/s3.  EDR levels above 10-2 m2/s3 are atypical, 
and thus, are not considered.  Because EDR affects the 
decay of vortices, it indirectly affects the wake lateral 
and vertical movement.  A stronger pair of vortices 
produces a stronger mutual induction, which is the 
primary cause for downward movement of a vortex, 
and it also produces a higher self-induced lateral 
velocity when they reach altitudes in ground effect [9]. 
However, since this study focuses on the APA 
sensitivity to EDR, only wake circulation strength was 
considered as the dependent variable. 
 
This analysis is divided into three parts.  First, the 
maximum circulation difference for a range of EDR 
values is determined.  Next, the time for wake vortices 
to decay to a particular circulation strength is 
examined as a function of EDR, and finally the 
sensitivity of wake circulation predictions to EDR is 
evaluated.  In all experiments, a temperature profile 
with neutral convective stability or representing neutral 
stratification (constant potential temperature) was used 
along with a calm wind profile.  This temperature 
profile was chosen in order to omit the effects of 
stratification on circulation decay rate.  The EDR 
profiles used are constant with height. 
 
In the first part of the study, the APA code is run for 
each of 19 aircraft types used for the AVOSS 
demonstration at DFW in the summer of 2000 [1].  
Two runs are made per aircraft.  One run with an input 
EDR value of 10-7 m2/s3, and one with an input EDR 
value of 10-2 m2/s3.  For both EDR values, the vortex 
circulation is plotted with respect to time, yielding two 
curves that enclosed a range of possible circulation 
values for the maximum observed range of EDR 
inputs.   
 
Table 1.  Maximum circulation difference  
Between extremes of EDR 

 
Max Circulation 
Difference (m2/s) 

     

OGE IGE 

Large (B727) 195.295 236.621 

B757 223.84 266.27 

Heavy (B747) 394.704 455.335 
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Figure 7.  APA Predicted circulation of a B757 vortex for 5 different EDR input profiles; OGE initial height. 

From this, the maximum circulation difference is 
extracted for each weight category at each initial 
height shown in Table 1.  Out of ground effect (OGE) 
indicates that the initial aircraft height was three times 
its wingspan, while in ground effect (IGE) means that 
that initial aircraft height was one-and-a-half times its 
wingspan.  Note that depending on the input turbulence 
level the OGE wakes may reach IGE heights before 
terminating. 
 
Figure 7 shows the differences in decay rate for a 
range of EDR values.  In Figure 7, the circulation is 
normalized by its initial value, and the time is 
normalized as follows: 
 

2
0

0

2
*

b
TT

π
Γ=                                                    (5) 

 
The maximum difference in vortex circulation strength 
for an aircraft is useful to know because it establishes 
the bounds of the effects of the EDR input on the APA 
output.  The effect of the wake on a trailing aircraft 

depends on its strength, the geometry of the encounter, 
and the size and capabilities of the trailing aircraft.  If 
the circulation strength of a leading aircraft’s wake at a 
particular time is known, then it is also known that for 
any EDR level at that same time, the circulation cannot 
be greater than that circulation strength plus the 
maximum circulation difference.  Similarly, the 
rightmost curve in Figure 7 could be used as a worst-
case bound for the circulation as a function of time that 
is independent of EDR.   
 
The second part of the study examines a specific 
circulation rather than a range of circulation values.  
For each of the 19 aircraft, the APA code is run for a 
range of EDR values that begins at 10-7 m2/s3 and ends 
at 10-2 m2/s3.  Each APA code run corresponds to a 
different EDR value.  In each run, the time at which 
vortex circulation reaches 70 m/s2 is extracted and 
added to a plot in which EDR is the independent 
variable.  The 70m/s2 threshold is the AVOSS 
threshold that corresponds to background turbulence.   
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Figure 8a.  Time elapsed for the vortices of three different weight category aircraft to reach a circulation 
threshold of 70 m/s2, out of ground effect. 

 

Figure 8b.  Time elapsed for the vortices of three different weight category aircraft to reach a circulation 
threshold of 70 m/s2, in ground effect 
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A candidate aircraft-independent wake strength hazard 
definition is a circulation that is indistinguishable from 
background turbulence.  To compare the plots between 
different aircraft, the units of EDR were non-
dimensionalized by the aircraft parameters as follows: 
 

0

3/1
0 )(

*
V

Eb
E =                                                  (6) 

 
One plot for each FAA weight category (except small) 
is shown in Figure 8a for generation heights out of 
ground effect.  Figure 8b is the same plots for wake 
generation in ground effect.  Non-dimensionalizing by 
aircraft parameters shows an aircraft type dependency, 
which decreases with increasing values of turbulence. 
The IGE model is also less sensitive to these aircraft 
type dependences.   Figure 8b also shows the 
limitations of APA 3.1.1 with regards to the IGE decay 
model being overly sensitive to the EDR.  Recent 
studies [10] have shown the circulation decay is 
independent of EDR once the vortices have reached 
their minimum altitude IGE.  Future sensitivity studies 
will use the latest real-time wake models such as APA 
3.2 [3] that more correctly capture the IGE behavior. 
 
In the OGE plot 8a, the logarithmic pattern changes 
toward the end of the trajectory.  This is because the 
OGE algorithm is non-linear in the way it treats the 

EDR effects on the circulation.  In the algorithm, the 
normalized time at which the onset of rapid decay 
(Crow instability) occurs is calculated differently 
depending on the EDR [3].   
 
Plots like those of Figures 8a and 8b could be used as 
wake decay lookup tables for a WakeVAS 
implementation.  Measurements and predictions of 
EDR can be indexed to expected wake demise for the 
appropriate aircraft type.  The same information can 
also be used to bound wake decay behavior for the 
purposes of a WakeVAS benefits analysis.  For either 
of these purposes continued validation of the model 
results with observed data must occur.  Figures 9a and 
9b show similar plots to 8a and 8b, for a single aircraft 
(B757) type and three circulation thresholds.  These 
plots serve as an example of the impact of a variable 
wake strength hazard metric.  Instead of using a 
threshold of 70 m/s2, the thresholds are normalized to 
the wake initial strength and chosen to be 10%, 20%, 
and 50% of this initial value. Assuming that a wake 
strength hazard metric that accounts for the trailing 
aircraft type can be used, plots such as in figures 9a 
and 9b can be used to compare demise times for 
various choices of these thresholds.  Coupled with a 
benefits analysis, a benefits case could be made for the 
inclusion of a dynamic strength hazard threshold in 
future WakeVAS implementations. 
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Figure 9a.  Time elapsed for the vortices of a B757 to reach three different percentages of initial circulation 
strength: 10%, 20%, and 50%, generated out of ground effect 

Figure 9b.  Time elapsed for the vortices of a B757 to reach three different percentages of initial circulation 
strength: 10%, 20%, and 50%, generated in ground effect 
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Fitting an equation to the plots could provide an 
analytic tool for trade analysis.  For example, the 
equation for the B757 to reach 0.2 of its initial 
circulation strength at out of ground effect was T*(E*) 
= 2.4055 – 2.03913*log(E*).  The plots for each 
aircraft were fairly similar.  When the constants were 
averaged, the equation for any aircraft to reach 0.2 of 
its initial circulation strength at out of ground effect 
was T*(E*) = 2.3109 – 2.0719*log(E*). 
 
In the final part of the study, the sensitivity of the APA 
decay model to its EDR input is quantified.  The 
classical sensitivity equation is used, which describes 
sensitivity as a percent change in one parameter 
divided by the percent change in another parameter.  
From this equation, the sensitivity used in this project 
is defined as the percent change in circulation divided 
by the percent change in EDR: 
 

EEE
S

p

p

/)(

/)(

−
ΓΓ−Γ=                                                 (7) 

 
In Equation 7, E is the original EDR value, pE  is the 
original EDR changed by a small percentage, and Γ  
and pΓ  are the circulation strengths that correspond to 
those EDR values at a particular time, respectively.  

For this project the original parameter values are 
perturbed by five percent. 
 
For each of the 19 aircraft, the APA code is run for a 
range of EDR values that again starts at 10-7 m2/s3 and 
ends at 10-2 m2/s3.  After each run, the circulation at a 
particular wake age is extracted. Then the input EDR is 
modified by 5%, the APA code is run again, and the 
new circulation at the same wake age extracted.  The 
sensitivity values are then plotted as a function of 
EDR.  To evaluate what happens to the sensitivity at 
different wake ages, several of these plots are made 
with each corresponding to a different time.  The times 
chosen are 15, 30, 45, and 60 seconds from generation 
for the B757, and are plotted in Figure 10.  These times 
cover wake behavior both in and out of ground effect.  
As shown in figure 10, the sensitivity of the circulation 
to E* remains relatively constant and 10% or less in 
magnitude over several orders of magnitude of E*.  An 
implication of this observation is that a WakeVAS 
system may operate with a low resolution requirement 
on its turbulence data collection system, assuming the 
high-level wake strength prediction requirements can 
still be met.     
 
As before, the variables plotted in figure 10 are non-
dimensionalized so they can be compared among 
different aircraft.  The non-dimensionalized equations 
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Figure 10:  Non-dimensionalized sensitivity of a B757 wake circulation strength to input non-dimensional 
EDR at A) 15 seconds, B) 30 seconds, C) 45 seconds, and D) 60 seconds.

for circulation and EDR were used to define the non-
dimensionalized sensitivity as follows: 
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(8) 
 
Also shown in Figure 10, a function was fit to each 
sensitivity plot.  Functions were compared between 
different aircraft, and functions were also compared 
between different times for the same aircraft.  For 
instance, the equation for the B757 at 15 seconds was 
S* = 0.940379E*^1.31446 + 0.0132901.  Using the 
B757 timeframe as a base, the nondimensional time 

that corresponded to 15 seconds for a B757 was 
calculated, and from that the corresponding times for 
each aircraft are determined.  An examination of the 
sensitivity data for the other aircraft types reveals only 
a weak dependency on aircraft type.  Therefore, 
averaging the constants in the equation fits for all the 
aircraft types yields the equation for any aircraft at T* 
corresponding to 15 seconds for the B757 is: 
 

( ) 0118.08597.0
2529.1** += εS                      (9) 

 
The weak aircraft type dependency on the sensitivity 
relationships is consistent for other wake ages.  The 
data fit in equation (9) could be a useful analytic tool 
for requirements analysis.  
 
A stronger dependency to wake age for the sensitivity 
relations is observed and shown in Figure 11.  
Particularly, the first constant in the equation grows 
larger with increasing time, while the other constants 
did not vary significantly.   
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Figure 11.  B757 sensitivity equation’s first constant 
as a function of time  

The linear pattern seen in figure 11 ends just before the 
plot reaches a T* value of two.  The reason for the 
abrupt change is the APA analytic model changes with 
proximity of the wake to the ground [3].  This abrupt 
change in pattern can also be seen in the four 
sensitivity plots of figure 10.  In plots 10a and 10b, 
which are both plotted before the wake reaches a 
nondimensional time of 2, each data point is on or very 
close to the equation that mapped to the data.  
Conversely, in plot 10c, the nondimensional time is 
2.8, and some of the data points begin to break away 
from the pattern.  This may limit the usefulness of 
equation (9) to out of ground effect analysis. 
 

Conclusion 

This report documents two analyses on the 
performance of a candidate subsystem for future 
WakeVAS implementations.  The sensitivity of the 
APA wake lateral position and strength outputs to its 
corresponding inputs of crosswinds and EDR profiles 
was examined and quantified.  From this first attempt 
at such an analysis, observations and analytic relations 
were derived that could be useful in examining 
subsystem performance/complexity tradeoffs during 
the course of WakeVAS development.  For example, 
relationships between the crosswind profile resolution 
and the APA lateral wake position prediction were 
observed. Aircraft-independent equations for the 
sensitivity of the APA wake strength output to the 
turbulence input are also derived.  It is clear from these 
analyses that the relationships examined are different 
for wakes in and out of ground effect, and can change 
with wake age.   
 
During the course of WakeVAS requirements and 
specifications definition, similar analysis will continue 
to characterize the complex relationships between 
candidate WakeVAS subsystem performance and 
overall system performance.  In order to arrive at 

sound system specifications, an ongoing process of 
quantifying the capabilities of the technology and 
reconciling these capabilities with the overall 
requirements will be performed.  This process will be 
supported by engineering studies such as those 
presented in this report.     
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